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While this guide is meant to be informative to all, our small business SEO

guide is extremely beneficial for small business owners.

It's meant to give you a full rundown of the most important, and most

beneficial SEO strategies, tactics, and optimizations to get more

customers, generate more contact form submissions and phone calls—

and ultimately—grow revenue.

Let's face it, number one rankings are great, but increased annual

revenue and more profit is even better!

Each chapter covers an important topic in small business search engine

optimization and is written to help you increase your online visibility

using Google.

We know that as a small business owner, you probably don't have a lot of

free time on your hands. That's why this guide is broken into eleven

different bite-sized sections.

Some common challenges small business owners face when attacking

their own SEO campaign are:

Knowing where to start.

Trusting the information and resources available to them.

Evaluating the work—is it working?
Outranking competitors in local service markets.

We're going to accomplish all of those and then some. Ready?

Let's get started.

Introduction



Let's first start with the elephant in the room. What is SEO? Search

engine optimization (or SEO) is the collection of all of the tactics to help

you rank higher in search engines.

It can be called a lot of different things, but simply, the goal is to help you

rank higher.

WHY CHOOSE SEO?

Why do you want to rank higher? Well – according to data from

December 2015 (special thanks to Advanced Web Ranking for their

study):

25 – 29% of all searchers click on the #1 search ranking.

16 – 18% of all searchers click on the #2 search ranking.

10 – 12% of all searchers click on the #3 search ranking.

The point is – the higher on the page you rank, the more clicks you get.

The more qualified clicks you get, the more leads you get.

The more leads you get, the more sales you make.

The more sales you make, the more MONEY you earn.

Our entire guide is focused on helping give you the RIGHT tactics to

increase your position in the search engines, so that you can make more

money, period.

For us – the web is a zero-sum game, you're either going to win or you're

going to lose. If you're like all of the business owners we know then you

don't like to lose, and neither do we.

Why SEO?

https://www.advancedwebranking.com/ctrstudy/


WHY YOU SHOULD INVEST IN SEO OVER OTHER
DIGITAL STRATEGIES (AND NON-DIGITAL)

If you're anything like the small business owners we know (and we know

a lot of them), you're probably thinking about WHY you need to go with

SEO.

Even the smartest business owners we know also ask us why they should

choose SEO versus any other marketing strategies (digital or not).

Well – since we consider you to be a smart small business owner (you are

reading this wonderful guide we put together for you) – we'll let you in on

why we think SEO is so valuable for you and how it compares to other

digital and non-digital marketing strategies.

Before we do that, let's look at some of the great benefits of SEO and

compare them to the other marketing strategies you could throw your

dollars at.

SEO works 24/7/365

SEO (often) means high rankings, which equals a perception quality

from prospects (link to study)

SEO puts your company in front of prospects who are looking for what

you offer (link to study)

SEO is cheaper than paid search

SEO is a long-term win

SEO commands the lion's share (75%+) of the search volume ( link to

study)

Now – SEO has its faults:

SEO can take time to “ramp up” (we couldn't find research on this, but

our general rule of thumb is 8-12 weeks)

SEO can lead to potentially unqualified leads

SEO can lead to high keyword competition

SEO puts your fate is in the hands' of search engines

SEO can consume a lot of time if you're balancing doing SEO ( upwards

of 20 hours/week) and running your business.

http://www.brandignity.com/2015/04/how-does-search-engine-visibility-correlate-with-brand-perception/
http://backlinko.com/commercial-intent
https://www.advancedwebranking.com/ctrstudy/
http://smallbiztrends.com/2014/05/small-businesses-spend-20-hours-per-week-on-marketing.html


The list below compares SEO to each of the top digital marketing

strategies our customers invest in often:

1. Pay Per Click (PPC) – Your daily spending depends on your ads, your

bids, your landing page experience, and the bids of others. Without a

good model, you could easily overpay for leads. You also pay for every

single click: good, bad, or ugly. If your sales funnel isn't optimized, it

could be a total waste of money for you.

2. Social Media – Only 6% of your followers on Facebook will actually see

your posts (link). With Twitter, it's all noise. With Instagram, you could

build a following, but will they convert? You can build an audience and

a following, but it's getting harder and harder to turn them into buyers,

especially if you're a small business. If you become one of the big boys

it might be worth it.

3. Email Marketing – Requires constant updating, checking, and a

system to review if your processes are actually producing leads or not.

4. Pay Per Lead Services – Some, like Home Advisor, are tough because

you're competing with “Chuck in a Truck” for lowest price and fastest

service. They could also lead to unqualified leads and if improperly

managed, could lead to overpaying for service. We've also heard

feedback from clients that Angie's List customers (and the like) are

some of the WORST customers. They ask for everything and use the

rating system to back contractors against a wall for the customer and

for the small business.

5. Yellow Pages – Do we really need to talk about these? Yes – some of

our clients (the ones who target areas dominated by customers 65

years or older) see value in YP. They're able to squeeze enough of a

discount out of their rep (since everyone is fleeing YP). Is the volume

there? Absolutely not. So you might get a few jobs here or there

throughout the year and the cost per acquisition is right, but if you're

in need of A LOT of leads, this probably isn't going to be your target

channel.

6. Billboards – High cost, inaccurate tracking.

7. Direct Mail – The amount of annual budget that you'll need to make

Direct Mail really work for you is so high that if you're reading this

article, you can't afford it to make it work.

https://www.facebook.com/business/news/Organic-Reach-on-Facebook


WHAT ABOUT DIFFERENT SEARCH ENGINES?

Google and Bing and Yahoo, oh my!

There are so many different options to choose from, so how do you know

that one digital strategy isn't negatively impacting the other?

Well – here's a quick rundown on the differences in ranking factors

among the major search engines.

We always recommend optimizing for Google FIRST, since it commands

over 64% of all search traffic.

Even if you rank #1 on Bing, which has 21% of search traffic for your target

keyword, that means you're going to have to rank at least 4 or better on

Google to get the exact same amount of search volume to your website.

It's really a matter of scale.

Since this guide is meant to be an effective and efficient use of your time,

we're going to focus all of the tactics here forward on ranking well in

Google.

If you're interested in more advanced topics for other search engines, feel

free to email us at questions@rankfirstlocal.com and we'd be happy to

share those with you.

http://www.rankfirstlocal.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/google-bing-yahoo-logos.jpg
https://www.comscore.com/Insights/Market-Rankings/comScore-Releases-November-2015-US-Desktop-Search-Engine-Rankings
https://www.comscore.com/Insights/Market-Rankings/comScore-Releases-November-2015-US-Desktop-Search-Engine-Rankings
mailto:questions@rankfirstlocal.com


One of the most common questions we get from prospective clients is,

“What platform should my website be on?”

With the wide array of options out there and some of the different

opinions on this topic, we're going to put this quick question to bed with

one word:

WordPress.

There are questions about every possible CMS (content management

system) and what features and functionality come with it, but we

wholeheartedly recommend WordPress for your website and search

engine optimization.

With over 50% of the global CMS market share ( link to report), WordPress

is the de factostandard.

We actually make it a requirement of all of our new on-going customers

to have their site built on WordPress – if they come to us without, we'll

transfer it on to WordPress to unleash the toolkit you'll soon learn about.

If you've got a WordPress Website, you can skip the next section and head

down to the section on plugins, just to make sure you've got the right

ones setup to follow along with our guide.

Choosing a Platform

http://trends.builtwith.com/cms


WORDPRESS INSTALLATION

If you don't have a WordPress website, it's time to get one. Depending on

your hosting provider the installation should be pretty simple.

Below are links to setup a WordPress website using the most popular

hosting providers on the web. If you don't see yours below, send us a

message atquestions@rankfirstlocal.com and we'll help you find yours.

1. GoDaddy

2. 1&1

3. Bluehost

4. Dreamhost

5. HostGator

6. InMotion

7. SiteGround

8. Hostwinds

9. Liquid Web

10. A Small Orange

mailto:questions@rankfirstlocal.com
https://www.godaddy.com/help/install-wordpress-834
http://help.1and1.com/hosting-c37630/website-building-tools-c85146/app-center-c66695/find-the-click-and-build-build-applications-a706503.html
https://my.bluehost.com/cgi/help/wp_install
http://wiki.dreamhost.com/WordPress
http://support.hostgator.com/articles/specialized-help/technical/wordpress/how-to-install-wordpress
http://www.inmotionhosting.com/support/edu/wordpress/wordpress-introduction/install-wordpress
https://www.siteground.com/tutorials/wordpress/wordpress-installation.htm
https://ns2.hostwinds.com/knowledgebase.php?action=displayarticle&id=21
http://www.liquidweb.com/kb/wordpress-tutorial-1-installation-setup/
https://kb.asmallorange.com/customer/portal/articles/1616356-install-wordpress-with-softaculous


WORDPRESS PLUGINS

Plugins reveal the true power of WordPress websites. Plugins help us

implement the coding and technical SEO optimizations you'll need on

your website.

Here's the WordPress plugins we recommend:

Technical SEO Plugins:

Yoast SEO

SEO Ultimate

Yoast SEO and SEO Ultimate are plugins you need to do the on-page

optimizations that we'll discuss in chapter 7.

Both of these plugins are powerful when it comes to additional technical

SEO items that come across your entire website – like title tags, meta

descriptions, Open Graph markup, etc.

We work with both.

Yoast SEO happens to be the de facto standard, but SEO Ultimate is also

very useful to WordPress novices.

Google XML sitemaps V3 for Qtranslate

While both of the above SEO Plugins create XML Sitemaps, we really like

this XML Sitemap tool and the output it provides for our clients and for

easy tracking.

Tracking Plugins:

Gravity Forms

This is our favorite form plugin that allows you to easily build many

different and many forms to capture leads from your website. That's a

good thing, right? Once you get someone to the site, you'll certainly want

to make sure they can get in touch with you. Gravity Forms is the way.

https://wordpress.org/plugins/wordpress-seo/
https://wordpress.org/plugins/seo-ultimate/
https://wordpress.org/plugins/google-xml-sitemaps-v3-for-qtranslate/
http://www.gravityforms.com/


Leadin

We love Leadin because it provides great insights into those forms you've

captured. Specifically, you can get data like which pages (in which order)

did that lead take and how long they were on each page. Yes – it's creepy,

and for data junkies like us, it's GREAT.

Yoast Analytics

Yoast happens to provide a lot of really great WordPress plugins and the

Google Analytics one is really good. When we walk through setting up

Google Analytics on your own, below, we'll show you how to specifically

do it with Yoast. You can put your GA code on your site however you'd

like to, but your installation is on you.

Security Plugins:

Wordfence

This isn't really much for SEO – but more for peace of mind. There are a lot

of bad people out there who want to break into your WordPress

installation and use it to host Viagra ads (yes – it does happen).

Wordfence is a great, free, solution that will help keep a lot of those bad

folks at bay.

All of our screenshots are going to include use of those specific plugins.

The tips will still be applicable to whichever plugins you use or how you

deploy what you've learned out of this guide.

http://leadin.hubspot.com/
https://yoast.com/wordpress/plugins/google-analytics/
https://wordpress.org/plugins/wordfence/


“Write content!”

“Get Links”

“Build several websites!”

“Start a blog!”

We've heard it all. We know you don't have any time to waste, so let's cut

to the actually effective activities that are going to get you dollars in the

bank.

There is really an on-going process that happens when you're “doing

SEO”. It's not just a one-time optimization that's going to magically get

you to rank well (although, if carefully done, a one-time optimization can

certainly help). Here's the quick three-step high-level process for SEO

success:

1. Research – In this section, we break it down into four additional steps:

Where to Start

http://www.rankfirstlocal.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/Trophy-Content-Research-1.png


company research, competitor research, keyword research, and

website baseline research. For our purposes – you REALLY only need to

do basic keyword research. That is going to then inform your

Optimization step. If you're dealing with a SERIOUSLY screwed up

website, or one that isn't on WordPress, give us a call or send us an

email and we'll get you on the right path. We've provided a bonus

keyword research document to help you identify your target keywords.

Most of the businesses we work with are local service businesses, so it's

specifically geared towards them. If you don't fit into that bucket, you

can still use it to help organize your thoughts.

2. Optimization – This is where you apply what you've got from the

keyword research and begin to put it to work on all of the different

parts of your website. When we talk about Optimization, there are

really three component parts which all of the tactics lie: Technical

SEO, On-Site Content, and Off-Site Authority. It's really the magical

combination of these three parts and having them all dialed in

correctly, that allows you to rank well quickly.

3. Analyze – It's vitally important that you know if the work you put in

during your research and optimization phases actually got you any

improvements! Yes – there are people who forget to track and then

want to analyze what happened in the past, don't be one of those

chuckleheads. Analysis is so important that our entire next chapter is

dedicated to help you setup your tracking to make sure the data you

are collecting are both accurate and precise

4. REPEAT! – There's a hidden step here, but you can only get so far with

going around the process, instead it's one you'll want to repeat.

So – where do you start? First – you've got to make sure that all of your

tracking is setup correctly. When that's done, it's time to get onto

research. If your tracking is installed correctly and showing you data with

the appropriate filtering, skip the next chapter and go onto the following

one. If not – take the hour to go through the following chapter and ensure

that all of your tracking is setup correctly so you're making accurate

decisions.



Let's get started on the setup Google Analytics to make sure that you're

ready on that end. Follow our Google Analytics quick setup guide to get a

website setup to give you the correct data. We use Google Analytics

because it's the de facto standard in website analytics software, there are

plenty of other ones out there, but for a small business it's the best

option.

Here are a list of common problems that occur when you're looking at a

pre-existing, and non-optimized Google Analytics account:

1. SPAM traffic – this has been a large burden on Google Analytics

accounts, especially in 2015 and early 2016. There are bad web people

out there who are sending fake traffic to your website, sometimes it

doesn't even hit your website, but your Google Analytics account # is

put through an automated processor. We've seen this account for up

to 75% of a given website for some of our clients. By filtering this out,

you're going to see what real traffic you're getting and will be able to

make accurate decisions.

2. Counting your conversions – Did you know Google Analytics can

count every contact form that you're getting from your website? This

makes it incredibly easy to see how many web conversions that you're

getting. Another benefit? You'll be able to see the path that your

converters took. This allows you to do two things: get more people

onto that path, or connect other parts of your website to that path.

3. Filtering YOUR visits – How many times a day do you visit your

website? How about your employees? These visits artificially inflate

your stats and will give you a false reading of what's going on.

Tracking Your Results



STEP 1: Go To Google.com/analytics

STEP 2: Login

STEP 3: Sign up to start Using Google Analytics

STEP 4: Get A Tracking Code – Agree to Terms & Conditions

http://www.google.com/analytics/
http://www.rankfirstlocal.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/Trophy-Content-GA-1.png


1. Enter your company's name in the first cell highlighted above

2. Enter your website's name in the second cell highlighted (this can be

identical to #1)

3. Add your website URL in the third cell

4. Change the time zone to the one you're in. It defaults to Pacific Time

5. Change up the Data Sharing settings. We recommend to allow sharing

with Google products & services and Benchmarking, but not with

Technical support and Account specialists. We do this so you don't get

bombarded by Google folks trying to take your data.

http://www.rankfirstlocal.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/Trophy-Content-GA-2.png
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